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A

New

Generation
of Beauty

Nothing expresses beauty and confidence like
the perfect smile.
Introducing Clarity™ ADVANCED Ceramic Braces by
3M Unitek, an advanced system designed specifically to
help you unlock the secret to achieving a beautiful smile.
Through the balance of
innovation and design,
Clarity ADVANCED
braces deliver the
aesthetics you expect,
with the benefits your
orthodontist trusts.

More Reasons

Smile... even
Braces

to
wearing

Imagine, no more hiding behind closed-lip smiles.
Clarity ADVANCED ceramic braces can give you the confidence
you need to flash an amazing smile, both during treatment
and after.
The translucent ceramic material blends with the colour of
your teeth and will resist staining
or discolouration throughout
your treatment.*
With its small, low-profile
design*, Clarity ADVANCED
braces are virtually
unnoticeable, making them
perfect for patients of
any age who are looking
for the confidence and the
freedom to smile
on any occasion.

Clarity™ ADVANCED
Advanced Ceramic Braces

The unique features of Clarity ADVANCED braces give you
and your orthodontist the opportunity to create a smile that
can last a lifetime by offering:
• Translucent material that blends with your teeth,
providing virtually unnoticeable treatment and allowing
you to smile confidently
• A small design featuring rounded corners to reduce
irritation and rubbing*
•

A unique system that is easily applied and removed by
your orthodontist, allowing you to focus on the new you,
not the process

And don’t forget:
You don’t need to be referred to
an orthodontist by your dentist for
a consultation, you can self-refer.

Comfort
Innovation
Beauty
Clarity™ ADVANCED Ceramic Braces
are an excellent choice to achieve
your perfect smile.
Together with your orthodontist,
Clarity ADVANCED braces
work to deliver the smile
you have always
dreamed of.
Go ahead, flash that
amazing smile with
Clarity ADVANCED
ceramic braces.

Clarity™ ADVANCED
Advanced Ceramic Braces
The optimal positioning of your teeth is the
best way to ensure long lasting dental health
and a confident smile.
Get your perfect smile with Clarity™ ADVANCED Braces and
watch as it develops with our patient Smile Transformer.
• Take regular photos
• Upload them online
• Create your movie
• View the
transformation
• Share with friends

Ask your orthodontist for more information.
www.hiddenbraces.co.uk/Smiletransformer

*3M Data on File - available on request
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